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Want to ask your own question? It takes just 2 minutes to sign up and it's free! Just click the
sign up button to choose a username and then you can get expert answers for your own
question. Sign Up Now! It looks like you're new here. If you want to get involved, click one of
these buttons! Here it is! More photos and info will follow in the near future, and we should start
to see the new Outback in dealers in June or July. Please excuse my Apple CarPlay enthusiasm.
Android users don't worry, you will not be left out of the Outback infotainment system
connectivity, since Android in the Car and Mirror Link will probably be coming sometime in ,
perhaps sooner. The following videos will help describe a little what Android users can expect
from Android in the Car and Mirror Link which will allow both iPhone and Android connectivity :.
No love for Windows phone? I have some friends who have the MS Windows phone, and they
say they like it, but since they work for MS, they may have been 'requested' to get the MS Win
phone so they look like they support the M other S hip. So the track record thus far with MS in
the car, either directly or indirectly, has been less than stellar. If you do have a MS Win phone
and like it, and it sounds like you do, I'm sure you will be able to use it in Subaru products like
the Outback, using Mirror Link or the QNX open source systems, probably in or perhaps sooner.
Has anyone read anything on towing in regards to the '15 Outback. The '14 Forester dropped
from lbs to lbs and I'm wondering if the same is happening on the Outback? Same for the '15
Outback, 1, pounds max when towing a trailer with brakes 1, if no trailer brakes. Source is the
owner's manual , page , from the accessory section at techinfo. Towing update. The owner's
manual above covers the '15 Forester. I came across an updated '15 Outback spec file yesterday
and the tow rating remains the same as '14, lbs. I ordered a '15 Outback when the order bank
opened on June 13th. Meanwhile, the dealer received 5 '15 Outbacks yesterday and took one for
a test drive today to make sure it was something I really wanted. It was. Overall, I found it to be a
significant improvement over my ' The steering was better, it was much quieter and although I
didn't find the interior styling a big step up, the quality and feel of the materials are a significant
improvement. Hopefully, mine will arrive sometime before the end of July. Google just
announced Android Auto, which will compete with Apple's CarPlay, for your Outback in car
infotainment experience with lots of voice controls to minimize driver distractions, but we
probably won't see it in a new Outback until the or Outback. Motor Trend's first drive of the
Outback with lots of cool pics. New to this, and never posted anything on a forum, so I hope I'm
doing this correctly, and on the correct forum topic. I was going to purchase a Outback, but I
noticed a problem that will keep me from buying, unless Subaru addresses the problem.
Looking for others who have noticed the problem, and are willing to contact Subaru. There is a
problem with glare on one of the dashboard displays. My friend in Utah bought a new Outback
the first week they arrived. He said he absolutely loves it. I drove one, and decided that I would
also be purchasing one soon. Then, after owning it a couple weeks my friend called me back to
let me know that he had noticed a major design flaw. The material produces severe glare with
whatever light is entering the vehicle, making it extremely difficult, and sometimes impossible
to see the display. The display is not recessed or hooded, so it's not protected at all from the
light. The brighter it is out, the worse it is. And if it's bright out, you need sunglasses. This
makes it worse because the sunglasses make the readout even dimmer. The display is not

bright enough to cut through the glare, and the display brightness cannot be increased. As you
move the car to different angles, the problem improves and worsens, depending on the angle
that light is entering the car. The problem is worse on sunny days, and is worse early in the day,
and late in the day, when the sun shines more directly into the car. I love this car in every other
way, and really want one, but I'm not going to spend a lot of money on a car that has such a big
problem. You need to be able to see your displays at all times. Not just when it's night time, or
when you're at just the right angle. Also, the display material needs to be made of an anti-glare
material. And finally, they need to increase the intensity of the display itself. The dealership said
that they have already had other complaints about this problem. They said that if it's not a
safety issue, it's harder to get it fixed, but said that if enough people contact Subaru about it,
then they just might fix it, especially if it's being discussed on forums, which may turn people
away from buying. Please help to spread this around this forum, and other online forums.
Thanks everybody. What display is it that you cannot see can you be more specific since many
members on this board have not seen this display. This would be extremely helpful. Thank you
for providing the picture. Now we are all on the same page and understand better what halotree
is expressing. Share your vehicle reviews. Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds.
Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says
Pros. April edited April in Subaru. Tagged: Subaru Subaru Outback April edited April April Yep,
dcm61 I'm not a fan of MS anything! JPG 27K. June June edited June Android Auto in future
Outbacks for Android users Google just announced Android Auto, which will compete with
Apple's CarPlay, for your Outback in car infotainment experience with lots of voice controls to
minimize driver distractions, but we probably won't see it in a new Outback until the or Outback.
August August edited August September Since my original post on Aug 23 about Outback and
Legacy display glare problems, I've listened to chatter on forums, and done more test drives.
I've become aware of a design flaw AND a safety issue that exists with both models, and I'm
wondering if you and other Outback and Legacy owners may have noticed these as well. The
readout needs to be much brighter to TRY to compensate for this glare. Finally, the material
needs to be changed to a non-glare material. These act as mirrors, directly reflecting the sun
into your eyes, causing wash out halos, and temporarily reducing eye sight. Also, this intense
sun reflection in your eyes makes it difficult, and at times impossible to clearly see out the
windshield, or see what's in center and side rearview mirrors. If Subaru dealers and especially
corporate hear enough complaints about the display glare issue, they will likely fix it MAYBE
models, but more likely for The blinding glare off of silver plastic is another, and much more
important issue First of all, owners of Outbacks and Legacy's need to contact Subaru Corporate
and dealerships about these issues. More importantly, owners need to file vehicle safety reports
with the NHTSA national highway traffic safety administration. They are responsible for
investigating auto safety issues, and issuing safety recalls If enough owners file these reports
with Subaru and the NHTSA, Subaru will likely fix this voluntarily, and a recall won't be
necessary. Reports can be filed via hotline, or online. Hotline: Online reporting: safercar. On a
recent trip to the dealer, I took pictures that illustrate both the display readout glare problem,
and the severe glare crash risk problem. Severe blinding glare does not translate terribly
accurately in photographs, so it doesn't appear as bad in the photos as it is in real life, but you
can definitely get the idea. I cannot figure out how to get the pics onto this site, so if someone
with more computer tech aptitude than I would like to email me, I'd be happy to send you the
pics, so that they can be put up on this forum for all to see. I hope owners of Outback and
Legacy will help spread this information aroun
curt trailer wiring
monte carlo youtube
ethernet cable wiring diagram cat5e
d on the various Subaru forums. Subaru's are already very safe cars, this is a major reason
many of us buy them , but this is a new safety issue on models, and we must do all we can to
get this addressed as soon as possible. Thank you all for your help with this December If you
are a parent of young children at least one under 12 years old who owns a Subaru Outback , a
reporter would like for you to fill out a survey, due by December 22, , for use in a print
publication. March Apple's Tim Cook yesterday announced CarPlay is coming to 40 car models
by the end of the year. Does this mean the Outback will get the factory installed CarPlay, or will
it be the Outback? Anyone with info on this subject from Subaru sales staff? October edited
October November If you are a parent of young children at least one under 12 years old who
owns a Subaru Outback or , a reporter would like for you to fill out a survey, due by December
22, , for use in a print publication. Sign In or Register to comment.

